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EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION OF SCIENCE EDITORS  

A company limited by guarantee – No. 4049507 

 

MINUTES of the TWELTH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING  

Held at the Hotel Aazaert, Blankenberge at 6 pm on Monday, 23 September 2013 

 

 

Present: 9 members of the Association who all signed the attendance register 

 

The President of EASE, Joan Marsh, took the chair. 

 

 

1. To receive and approve the Minutes of the Eleventh Annual General Meeting held on 08 June 

2012 in Tallinn, Estonia 

 

The 2012 AGM had been held in Tallinn, Estonia in conjunction with a Council meeting and a 

conference. There were 42 EASE members in attendance. The Minutes of the meeting had been 

circulated to the 42 attendees, approved by Council and published on the EASE website. There were 

no comments on the Minutes from the floor.  

  

2. To receive the President’s Report for 2012-2013 

 

Joan Marsh presented the President’s Report for 2012-13.   

 
The Eleventh Annual General Meeting was held in Tallinn, Estonia on 08 June 2012 as part of a 

conference attended by 126 delegates.  The conference was very successful and a small profit was 

made.  There were various collaborations, including one with ISMTE.  Feedback from the 4 

workshops which were held was all positive.  The decision was made to hold a major conference 

every 2 years rather than every 3 in future. 

 

Thanks were given to Chris Sterken and Lieve for their help in organising the conference in 

Blankenberge. 

 

The Publications Committee has been restructured and renamed the Editorial Board.  An 

International Advisory Board of 8 members has been appointed.   Suggestions of more names to add 

would be welcomed. 

 

Sylvia Ufnalska is in charge of Author Guidelines, of which there are currently 22 versions in 

different languages. 

 

An EASE author toolkit has been launched.  Suggestions of resources which could be included 

would be welcomed. 

 

EASE chapters are active in Russia and Croatia and one is being formed in Italy.  Interest has been 

expressed in India and Mexico.  The chapters receive support (but not financially). 

 

The Gender Policy Group is very active thanks to Shirin Heidari. 

 

There is ongoing collaboration with sTANDEM.  This is a 3 year project on which a full page update 

is given in each issue of the ESE journal.  A list of 4000 medical journals in Europe has been 

created. 
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EASE has become a member of HIFA which gives information on healthcare in clear, easy English. 

 

There has also been collaboration with EQUATOR in Oxford, which offers ongoing opportunities 

for good reporting on health subjects. 

 

EASE has been working with John Wiley and Sons, sending representatives to events for librarians 

in Sicily and Rome.  There will be a similar event in Madrid and two in Poland. 

 

Joan Marsh endorsed the San Francisco declaration on impact factors, even though EASE’s own 

statement had not been acknowledged.  Chris Sterken and Arjan Polderman will now revisit the 

EASE statement. 

 

3. To receive the Treasurer’s statement on Income and Expenditure for the year ending 

31 December 2012, as approved by the Directors 

 

 The Treasurer, Rod Hunt, presented the statement on Income and Expenditure prepared in 

accordance with the regulations governing organisations the size of EASE.  2012 generated an 

overall surplus of £7,641, a good result when compared with other recent years.  Tallinn generated a 

small profit and also the sTANDEM project was a considerable benefit to EASE.  Conversely there 

had been a noticeable decrease in the income from subscriptions.  Subscriptions for 2013 will be 

increased to compensate, though the real need is to generate more members. 

 

On the expenditure side, costs were very much as expected. 

 

The independent financial reviewer had stated that, in his opinion, the financial statements gave a 

true and fair view of the state of the Company’s affairs as at 31 December 2012 and recommended 

their acceptance. 

 

The accounts were to be sent immediately to the UK in order to avoid being overdue. 

 

 

4. To report the appointment of the independent Financial Reviewer for the 2013 accounts 
  

Rod Hunt proposed the re-appointment of Geoffrey Howell as the Financial Reviewer for the year 

2013.  This was seconded by Shirin Heidari and unanimously approved.  The cost will be the same 

as in 2012. 

 

5. Secretary’s report 

 

The Secretary, Tina Wheeler, reported that the new EASE database is up and running and 

made subscription renewal for 2013 a much easier and quicker task.  A few anomalies have 

been ironed out and subscription renewal for 2014 should be even smoother.  As well as 

being faster, the new system makes reporting simpler and more accurate and gives greater 

scope for analysing data.  

 

Retaining members is still problematic and in recent years resignations have exceeded the 

number of new members, resulting in a small annual drop in numbers. As part of the 

sTANDEM project, an email detailing the benefits of joining EASE was sent to over 500 

European journals in the hope that this would boost membership. 
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6. To receive the Chair of Publications Committee’s Report 

 

Armen Gasparyan, Chair of the Publications Committee, being absent, Joan Marsh had already 

covered most points regarding the Publications Committee in her President’s Report.  She added that 

Armen had been very active at getting ESE covered in European databases such as SCOPUS.  Also 

the number of original pieces in the journal is gradually being increased. 

 

7. Amendment to Statutes 

 

As information on the proposed change had not been sent out in time, this item was removed from 

the agenda.  It will be brought back at the thirteenth AGM in Split in 2014.  All EASE statutes will 

be examined with a view to updating them, though it is not envisaged that major changes will be 

necessary. 

 

8. Any Other Business  

 

Contributors will receive a free copy of the new handbook and review copies will be distributed.  

The remainder will be for sale at £24.99 plus postage.  Profits will start to be made after 300 copies 

have been sold.  The handbook will be free online to members. 

 

The Thirteenth General Assembly and Conference will be held at the School of Medicine, University 

of Split in June 2014 and will be entitled ‘The complex world of science editing’.  The excellent 

facilities at the School of Medicine will be free of charge.  The timetable will be similar to that in 

Tallinn.  Keynote lecturer will be Nobel Prize winner, Professor Tim Hunt.  The 3 plenary speakers 

will be Doug Altman, Milena Zic-Fuchs and Professor Jacob Rosenberg.  Six parallel sessions have 

been assigned to the following:  Alan Cann, Mary Ellen Kerans, Shirin Heidari, Irene Hames, Paola 

De Castro and Pippa Smart.  Suggestions for the 2 remaining sessions are welcomed. Additional 

optional workshops will be given by Pippa Smart and Darko Hren and will be paid for separately.  

There will be a welcome reception at the Mestrovic gallery.  The first circular will go out with the 

November journal. 

 

The 2016 conference will be held in France at a venue to be organised by Hervé Maisonneuve. 

 

Eva visited Tokyo and met many editors.  Joan has been invited to Korea to talk about EASE. 

 

  

 The meeting closed at 6.45 pm. 

 

 

 

 SIGNED:                                                         DATE: 

 

 


